2006 honda pilot forum

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Honda Pilot owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. We replaced again at the dealer
at our expense. The unit failed over a two or three day period. The problem was a pulley failure.
Per dealer,it could not be repaired. Replaced with aftermarket system with lifetime warranty. Not
covered under any warranty". Replaced it". Unit keeps car cool just controlled manually. Did not
repair. I have not yet taken the vehicle to the dealership to have the issue looked at". Fixed for
minimal cost by an independent garage. Not major but happened on vacation at the beach, and
it gets hot! Took it to garage. He replaced radiator twice. Still didn't work right. Took it to dealer.
They replaced a valve on the heater intake. Still no better. They replaced thermostat. More heat
now but it still doesn't get ho". Refilling it every week. Nothing in driveway indicates drips or
leaks". I have been doing it every summer in the past three years". Kept having to have system
recharged. Finally, when the Schrader valves had to be replaced and system recharged told
them they needed to change the valves prophylactically like the water pump when doing the
timing belt". AC quit cooling summer of - service station recharged system. System quit cooling
again Oct - dealer replaced leaking hose and condenser. System quit cooling again Apr - AC
specialty shop replaced compressor and condenser. Very slow loss of refrigerant. Not worth
spending the money at this time. This first occurred over a year ago, and the dealer quoted a
huge amount to fix it. Several months later, I asked them to look at it again, and they quoted a
much lower cost. They fixed the leaks, and the system works fine now. Had same exact issue
with our Acura MDX Have to recharge annually". The first time was a leak at an O-ring on a
piping section to rear seat AC and dealer repaired. Dealer replaced rear AC lines". Car was
brought to a dealer in FL who replaced a hose. Later in the summer we had no AC again. We
brought car to dealer in NY who replaced a different hose. Problem solved. Also, we have
brought c". Trouble shooting took numerous trip to service station to repair". Shocks or struts,
ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion ,
power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings,
electronic or air suspension. I view the wheel alignment to be an expected item which was
required as part of the tie rod replacement and not a specific problem on this vehicle. There was
a slight growling noise noticed when turning the wheel while the power steering fluid levels
were low. Ultimately, the power steering pump and hoses were replaced and all was well again.
Topping off PS fluid every 3 months to address. Replaced with remanufactured unit and
everything was fine". This resulted in difficult steering, especially at idle". Replacing an O-ring
fixed it, but only for another 50k miles. Not covered by recall or service bulletin". Seal was
replaced and problem solved". They are leaking". The car is 14 years old. Normal wear and tear.
I never. Prices but was found during yearly state inspection". Dealer replaced. Not nearly as
tough as my old Toyota 4 runner. Many repairs over the years". Not a disabling problem. Just
needed replacement. Might have broken due to our usage. We've kept it too long, and now can't
afford a newer car after these repairs". Sway bar was broken. Power steering fluid was low.
Took it to trusted mechanical. Rack and pinion was leaking and stabilizer bar was broken.
Replacement of the tie rod s is commonly needed on high mileage vehicles so I don't consider it
to be an unexpected repair. I have been extremely pleased with the reliability of this vehicle. I
have never had a vehicle that accumulated this much mileage , with so few problems. I am very
pleased with my Honda Pilot. Wheels balanced twice and problem fixed. Replaced the shocks
but the car never fully sat all the way up and there is no adjustment on the rear ball joint arm to
pull it back in". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation
or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. We bought the pilot in with miles on it. We have
not replaced the rotors only the pads twice. That's pretty good considering we live in the
mountains and it now has miles on it. The replaced them. Honda dealer said there was nothing
wrong. I had left rear brake line rust thru. This lit up Brake Warning light. Upon inspection an
independent shop cut out bad sections on both rear brakes. A Honda dealer was near failure
spot. They wanted to rebuild entire brake system for thousands. Car was towed to independent
shop. Had rotors turned and pads replaced. Great job Honda engineers! There were few
symptoms. Honda dealer and private mechanics state this is a common problem with many
Honda vehicles". Even using different tire brands and rotating properly my front tires wear way
to fast. No dealer in 10 years has been able to diagnose the problem". Need brake service every
year. Front brakes are growling and hard to stop car. Car took longer to stop". Darcars claims

this single brake task costs a few hundred dollars. Their service prices are no longer within
reason since Darcars conglomerate has taken this dealership over along with several other
brand dealersh". The steering pulls to the right despite four wheel alignments 5 times". When
taking too long to get them fixed, rotors got worn and needed replacement". After parking,
sometimes brakes are engaged and vehicle will not move until brake pedal is depressed.
Sometimes brakes seem to be slightly engaged while traveling and impedes movement.
Groaning when brakes applied in traffic. Had a brake "overhaul" recently". Paint fading,
chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. No kids in
backseat, just normal road vibration. Expensive to replace". Appears the adhesive is beginning
to fail". Car has been taken care of, waxed regularly". There are two panels that are effected.
Started about 8 years ago. I didn't realize, until I was on a ladder, that it was also on the roof of
the car. Looked up problem online and saw a recall was back in Also the is a 10 inch diameter
spot on the roof in front of the sunroof that has no paint left. Seems to be a design defect.
Otherwise paint in good shape". It will have to be repaired to pass inspection. Also my
headlights get chalked and require deglazing. I have found that toothpaste and an old
toothbrush helps this problem. The rust is coming from inside of the wheel well. There are
plisters , bubbling up to the surface. No blisters have broken through so far. The blisters are in
the same locations in each wheel well. No corrosion anywhere else on the vehicle. I have seen
this on other similar vehicles around town". Only place on vehicle". Rust on underside of
hood". Also just had radiator replaced because of leak. Required replacement". After receiving
serious amounts of rain, I've noticed a musty, mildewy smell inside the vehicle. Unfortunately, I
haven't taken the time to correct the problem". Squeals, sounds like the pump is struggling".
Possibly the air vents". Sounded like the wheel was coming off but wasn't too expensive to fix".
This has been a fantastic vehicle overall. It turned out to be a bolt that had rusted and was
banging against a cover plate. The fix was simple and cheap. I also experienced a weird
thumping-like sound when I was reversing and turning at the same time. My mechanic was not
able to identify the cause of either issue and ultimately they just resolved on their own. I HAVE".
Dealer has not been able to find source of noise". Because it is noisy". The loud noise is Very
uncomfortable". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery
cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure,
spark plugs and wires failure. Apparently isn't a blown fuse because that was checked by a
professional and fuse was ok. Have not had the problem repaired. Most likely caused by electric
surcharge. Have not had the problem investigated or repaired. Dealer said only repair option
was to replace the seat. Have read this is a chronic problem with this vehicle, a wiring defect".
Flying in the dark. Happened early on. No mostly dark. Because of the cost of replacing them I
have not decided if I will have them done or not. Dash light burn out frequently". Cant see
without turning on overhead light". Key problem". Still didn't work. Had to unlock manually. Did
not want to spend to get it fixed with so many miles on it". Airbags light repeatedly goes on and
dealer can't fix it". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. The dealerships said it could be a problem with my
fuel cap not being tight enough. The computer continued to go on and off when I was on a road
trip and finally came on again when home. My local mechanic put his computer on it and it read
a problem with the valves clearance. I took it in to a local Honda dealer who then checked it out
on his computer and said it was a valve problem. Seven hundred dollars later it was fixed". It
was very expensive and was split between Honda and myself". It may have been a lifter. I took
precautionary care at miles". Had to replace the engine about 12 month ago. Same issue
happened again last week. I saw 2 dealers and 1 independent shop, all told me it was normal.
The car has been serviced better than book. Finally 1 dealer listened a". It was explained that
the gasket was affecting the efficiency of the combustion. Gaskets were replaced and problem
seems to be solved". Taken to be fixed for several years. This time I asked a different dealer to
do a valve job. Skipping finally stopped. However, the service manager thought it was not
needed since their computer incorrectly had 2 service bulletin". The evasive process also
prompted the replacement of the coolant pump and gasket. The cost of all of this was quite
high". Noise got louder and louder. Did not know what it was. Timing Belt replacement was not
due till K. Had timing belt replaced at 95K miles after master mechanic identified the pr". Be
pensive and I think their lack of competency caused other issues". Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. During this failure, the alternator experienced overheating to the point of
overheating insulation and plastic parts". It was easy to fix myself". Had it replaced with
refurbished part". They tried everything to fix it, including plugs, wires, compression check,
valve adjustment, new software, head gasket and they could NOT fix it. Replaced at about along

with the EGR Valve this caused vehicle to run extremely rough and eventually stalled ". I can
live with this". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or
ping, oil leaks. Constant pedal sensor alerts. Causes engine to die during drives. Have to pull
over and restart. Service diagnosis is usually inconclusive". I elected to do nothing and see
what happens". Also there is a clicking noise from engine for the past 6 months, again not
affecting performance. I have not had the time or inclination to get these diagnosed. I love my
Pilot more than any other car I have ever owned! Mechanic ended up replacing all the mounts at
once". Dealer says that a boatload of other related services were necessary, that according to
the service manual are not related". Used engine was installed 4 months ago. No need to
repair". A couple years earlier I had timing belt replaced under maintenance schedule and at the
same time I opted to have valve gaskets replaced. The work may not have been done correctly
or the replacement valve gaskets failed. It was Replaced. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter,
exhaust manifold, leaks. A local shop informed us to take it to the dealer and have it replaced
since it was under the warranty mark for "clean air components". Dealer said it wasn't the issue
and didn't fix it. Fix something else they claim. Check engine light still comes on". Dealer
charged me to tell me it is catalytic converter. Car drives fine so have not replaced. Dealer has
recommended replacement of catalytic converter". Deteriorating and needs replacement aprox.
I was under the impression that at least one sensor was replaced however. Bluetooth , voice
control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Had to buy a new
complete radio and player". Honda does not have a replacement available. Volume control on
steering wheel stopped working 6 months ago. No replacement part available from Honda. Rear
passenger door lock just started not locking or unlocking with remote. Drivers side front light
assembly just stopped working approximately to replace. Can't get CDs out". And the CD player
does not work. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Had to replace radiator and water pump". I asked why and the service advisor reported that the
service technician could see evidence of a leak, the fluid level was low and discolored. I elected
to do nothing. What surprised me is the shop I frequent replaced it with a radiator that has a
plastic cap. How long will that last in the So. California High Desert area. This is the second
radiator change. The first was at about 65, miles and that was the top seam. Both Honda parts.
This time a NAPA radiator was used. It has lifetime guarantee. Service shop indicated due to
steel radiator connected to hoses by plastic - which they said was "common" with the Pilot. Not
a car guy - don't know". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk,
doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. It was very
distracting and extremely annoying". A diagnostic test showed 4 problems; 1 "always on" 12V
supply shorted between fuse and door; 2 Window motor wouldn't operate when directly
supplied with battery voltage replacement of motor fixed this problem ; 3 pulser in window
control unit wouldn't properly work 4 master control switch wouldn't send signal for auto-down
and auto-up". Approximately 10 months apart. This year I had to replace the driver window
motor and switch. Dealer trouble shot for a week, finally resolved the problem with input from
head quarters. Had to run jumper wire , around wiring harness, from drive train component to
dash". A sort of loud grinding noise I can feel in the floor boards". Gear selector or linkage,
leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough
shifting, slipping transmission. Problem was radiator which was replaced. Transmission
serviced. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Sign In.
Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Honda Pilot Change Vehicle. You'll find a comfortable
ride, responsive handling, quick acceleration, a versatile and well-designed interior, and good
fuel economy for a midsized SUV. Curtain airbags, covering all three rows, were introduced as
standard equipment for There are 10 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most
Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls.
Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling.
Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate
System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More
Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how
through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Nothing in
driveway indicates drips or leaks" Joel W. Finally, when the Schrader valves had to be replaced
and system recharged told them they needed to change the valves prophylactically like the
water pump when doing the timing belt" David C. Dealer replaced rear AC lines" Phillip Z. Also,

we have brought c" D C. Alignment "Wheel alignment was required as part of the previously
described replacement of one of the tie rods due to wear. Replaced with remanufactured unit
and everything was fine" Scott H. Not covered by recall or service bulletin" William J. Many
repairs over the years" Justin P. We've kept it too long, and now can't afford a newer car after
these repairs" David R. Replaced the shocks but the car never fully sat all the way up and there
is no adjustment on the rear ball joint arm to pull it back in" Anonymous, CA Honda Pilot EX 3.
Calipers "Corrosion causing brakes to drag. Their service prices are no longer within reason
since Darcars conglomerate has taken this dealership over along with several other brand
dealersh" Anonymous, MD Honda Pilot EX-L 3. Had a brake "overhaul" recently" Jackie Z.
Loose exterior trim or moldings "Fender is cracking and coming loose" Akin R. Expensive to
replace" John J. Otherwise paint in good shape" David C. I have seen this on other similar
vehicles around town" Howard G. Rust on underside of hood" David H. Air or water leaks
"Windshield leaks. Squeals, sounds like the pump is struggling" Joel W. Sounded like the wheel
was coming off but wasn't too expensive to fix" Peter Z. Dealer has not been able to find source
of noise" D C. Because it is noisy" Mary Beth L. The loud noise is Very uncomfortable" Paul N.
Cylinder head "Computer showed engine problem but intermittently. It was very expensive and
was split between Honda and myself" Dennis L. Finally 1 dealer listened a" David F. However,
the service manager thought it was not needed since their computer incorrectly had 2 service
bulletin" Anonymous, FL Honda Pilot 3. During this failure, the alternator experienced
overheating to the point of overheating insulation and plastic parts" Anonymous, WI Honda
Pilot EX-L 3. It was easy to fix myself" T S. Replaced at about along with the EGR Valve this
caused vehicle to run extremely rough and eventually stalled " Gonzalo G. I can live with this"
Gottfried S. Engine computer "They updated the software to try to fix the misfire in cylinder 3,
but it did not help. Service diagnosis is usually inconclusive" Chet K. Mechanic ended up
replacing all the mounts at once" Mark B. Dealer says that a boatload of other related services
were necessary, that according to the service manual are not related" Scott H. Catalytic
converter "The catalytic converter leaks and would not pass a smog test. CD player "CD got
stuck in player as it failed. Antifreeze leaks "radiator has developed a small leak at the base of
the fins only fix is to replace" Anonymous, GA Honda Pilot EX 3. Tailgate, hatch or trunk
"Tailgate started squeaking and it eventually became continuous. It was very distracting and
extremely annoying" Mike D. A diagnostic test showed 4 problems; 1 "always on" 12V supply
shorted between fuse and door; 2 Window motor wouldn't operate when directly supplied with
battery voltage replacement of motor fixed this problem ; 3 pulser in window control unit
wouldn't properly work 4 master control switch wouldn't send signal for auto-down and
auto-up" William C. Had to run jumper wire , around wiring harness, from drive train component
to dash" Marsha M. Coolers and lines "There was a system failure in the cooling lines that
allowed violent from radiator to mix with transmission fluid" Anonymous, MD Honda Pilot EX 3.
See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Chevrolet TrailBlazer. Ford Explorer.
Honda Pilot. Toyota 4Runner. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems
overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems
reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. If the accelerator pedal binds, the engine may
not quickly return to idle after the pedal is no longer pressed, increasing the risk of a crash.
Read Recall Details. Dorman Products, Inc. The rotating portion of the accelerator pedal
assembly may bind. What should you do:. Dorman will notify owners, and qualified service
facilities will replace the affected accelerator pedal assemblies, free of charge. The recall began
December 9, Owners may contact Dorman customer service at , using option 5. Potential
Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. An inflator explosion may result in sharp metal
fragments striking the driver or other occupants resulting in serious injury or death. Honda
American Honda Motor Co. The vehicles are equipped with passenger frontal air bag inflators
assembled as a recall remedy part or replacement service part, that may explode due to
propellant degradation occurring after long-term exposure to high absolute humidity,
temperature and temperature cycling. Honda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the
passenger frontal airbag inflator, free of charge. The recall began August 12, Owners may
contact Honda customer service at Honda's numbers for this recall are E5D and X5C. These
vehicles are equipped with driver frontal air bag inflators assembled as a recall remedy part or
replacement service part, that may explode due to propellant degradation occurring after
long-term exposure to high absolute humidity, temperature and temperature cycling. Honda will
notify owners, and dealers will replace the driver frontal air bag inflator, free of charge. Honda's
numbers for this recall are Q5A and Y An explosion of an inflator within the driver frontal air bag
module may result in sharp metal fragments striking the driver, front seat passenger or other
occupants resulting in serious injury or death. The affected vehicles received a replacement
driver air bag inflator as part of a previous Takata inflator recall remedy or a replacement driver

air bag module containing the same inflator type as a service part. Due to a manufacturing error,
in the event of a crash necessitating deployment of the driver frontal air bag, these inflators may
explode. Honda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the driver's air bag inflator with an
alternate inflator, free of charge. The recall began April 10, Honda owners may contact customer
service at Honda's number for this recall is O Acura owners may contact customer service at
Acura's number for this recall is U An incorrectly installed air bag may deploy improperly in the
event of a crash, increasing the risk of injury. The front passenger air bag may have been
installed incorrectly during replacement. Honda will notify owners, and dealers will inspect and,
if necessary, replace the passenger frontal air bag module assembly, free of charge. The recall
began June 22, Honda's numbers for this recall are K1P, and M1O. An inflator rupture may
result in metal fragments striking the vehicle occupants resulting in serious injury or death.
Virgin Islands, or "Zone A. These vehicles are equipped with certain air bag inflators assembled
as part of the passenger frontal air bag modules used as original equipment or replacement
equipment. In the event of a crash necessitating deployment of the front air bags, these inflators
may rupture due to propellant degradation occurring after long-term exposure to absolute
humidity and temperature cycling. Honda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the front
passenger air bag inflator, free of charge. The recall bagan March Honda's numbers for this
recall are KD9 and KE0. These vehicles are equipped with certain air bag inflators assembled as
part of the passenger frontal air bag modules, and used as original equipment or replacement
equipment. Honda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the passenger frontal air bag
inflator, free of charge. The recall began June 27, In the event of a crash necessitating
deployment of the driver's frontal air bag, the inflator could rupture with metal fragments
striking the driver or other occupants resulting in serious injury or death. The affected vehicles
are equipped with a dual-stage driver frontal air bag that may be susceptible to moisture
intrusion and other factors, including manufacturing variability that, over time, could cause the
inflator to rupture. The recall began on July 1, Owners may contact Acura customer service at ,
select option 4. Note: Vehicles that have had their driver frontal air bag replaced previously as
part of a recall remedy prior to September 12, need to have their air bag replaced under this
recall as well. Vehicles that, on or after September 12, , received a remedy for a prior driver
frontal air bag inflator recall already received an inflator of a different design, and therefore are
not included in this recall and do not require additional servicing. Show More. Check Vehicle for
Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. The Honda Forums. Replies: 0 Views:
MSlaughter Feb 12, Replies: 10 Views: Popping sound in sound system and u dear dash
Tomnpeg1 , Dec 19, Tomnpeg1 Dec 19, Keyless start not working intermittently cdtcpa , Dec 5,
Why is there no recall on the ongoing unibody rust issue Masbrock , May 16, Masbrock May 16,
Replies: 1 Views: 2, Replies: 10 Views: 1, Replies: 1 Views: Tegger Jan 10, Replies: 17 Views: 1,
Larry in AZ Jul 19, Bob Jun 8, Wilson , Jan 19, Replies: 2 Views: Elmo P. Shagnasty Jan 20,
Wilson , Jan 4, Replies: 2 Views: 1, Tegger Jan 4, Dillon Pyron Dec 1, Timing Belt Cost Pilot tww
, Nov 27, Replies: 0 Views: 1, Replies: 5 Views: 1, Replies: 3 Views: Honda cut back on Pilot
production? Daryl Herkin , Mar 22, Replies: 13 Views: 1, Dillon Pyron Jun 4, Larry in AZ , Mar 28,
Tegger Mar 29, Replies: 7 Views: 1, Eternal Searcher Mar 23, Pilot Spare HarryS , Jan 12,
Replies: 4 Views: Larry in AZ Nov 9, Replies: 7 Views: Reggie Dunlop Oct 7, Random Electron ,
Sep 17, Replies: 24 Views: 1, Leftie Sep 20, I stripped the bolts DC , Jun 2, DC Jun 2, DC , May
27, Larry in AZ May 2, Roadrunner NG Apr 26, Larry in AZ Apr 16, Replies: 15 Views: 1, Jim
Yanik Mar 23, E Meyer Mar 18, Used Pilot? LT , Jan 22, Replies: 21 Views: 1, Dan C Feb 19, Pilot
Headlights? LT , Feb 11, Rick Frazier Feb 19, Replies: 25 Views: 2, Grumpy AuContraire Jan 2,
Pilot Lights - don't shut off - Help! Replies: 6 Views: Replies: 19 Views: Pilot Help! Broke anchor
point on my trailer hitch! Michael Horowitz , Jun 29, Michael Horowitz Jun 30, Recommended
Service manual for Pilot? Michael Horowitz , Jun 10, Tegger Jun 11, Water leaks in '07 Pilots and
Ridgelines?!?!? Patrick Maloney , May 28, Nobody May 30, Replies: 9 Views: Showing threads 1
to 50 of Sort threads by: Last message time Thread creation time Title alphabetical Number of
replies Number of views First message likes. Order threads in: Descending order Ascending
order. Show Ignored Content. Want to ask your own question? It takes just 2 minutes to sign up
and it's free! Just click the sign up button to choose a username and then you can get expert
answers for your own question. Sign Up Now! However that's an easy fix of a few hundred
dollars -- not a big inconvenience for an older vehicle, all things considered. So how do you find
out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time
wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. My Honda Pilot started to show the P error code and had the check engine light and
vtm-4 caution light come on suddenly. Both lights came on when I pulled out of my driveway on

a Monday morning. The day before I had driven my car about 20 miles on an interstate highway
and about 2 miles on city roads. The lights were not on at that time nor were any obstacles hit,
such as potholes, and no change in the driving characteristics of the car were experienced. I
took the car to a local repair shop which diagnosed the problem as a misfire in the number one
cylinder caused by faulty valves. I have since taken it to a shop which reconditions and repairs
engines as a specialty. They found the same problem and also found that the intake snorkel was
split in two. Looking online it appears there was a recall for to Honda Pilot which experienced
similar failures which Honda usa settled. Voice commands shutting radio off putting radio on air
on air off asking to repeat. Car accelerated on own while I was driving on highwy doing 65 my I
had to apply brakes and shut down cruise. Had computer tested to see if anything wrong had
computer checked to see whats wrong with engine indicated no codes everything fine. Also
while making a turn steering wheel locks up but everything ok with power steering fluids. This
is very unsafe I have 4 grandchildren that I pick up from school im afraid to drive my vehicle
with them in car even myself I dont want anyone getting hurt or killed because of Honda
knowledge of all the problems with electrical system and engine problems that they wont do a
recall because to expensive - Plantation, FL, USA. The contact owns a Honda Pilot. While
driving at any speed, the vehicle lost power and shook. The check engine and oil warning lights
illuminated. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who diagnosed that the engine
was failing and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was towed to the dealer where it was
diagnosed that cylinder 2 misfired and oil froze into the head of the engine. The contact was
informed that the engine needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was not notified of the
failure. The failure mileage was 74, Search CarComplaints. Check engine light and vtm light
both come on sometimes steady sometimes flashing. Told by several garages including Honda
dealer that a misfire shows on diagnostic test. No recall but no real answers. One google of
problem owners states egr valve replaced with kit and lights went off? While driving at
approximately 65 mph, the vehicle completely shut down and the vsa light illuminated. The
vehicle was able to restart. The vehicle was taken to the dealer for diagnostic testing. The
vehicle was not repaired. The manufacture was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was
unknown. The VIN was not available. Check your plugs and coils just wanted to get the word
spread around there is a serious issue with the Honda 3. I didn't learn of this until recently,
when the spark plug in the 5 cylinder shot out of the head and destroyed the coil, and trashed
the threads. I found a bunch of different people this has happened to, and all of the results
aren't good. The extended warranty which was through Honda care denied my claim because
they said it was damage from the spark plug and they don't cover spark plugs. What a load. If
they want to play that game, what the heck would they ever have to cover? Honda has a duty to
manufacture and sell safe vehicles and to fix or pay for safety defects in its vehicles, " "instead,
Honda has refused to acknowledge any responsibility for the alleged defect and forced its
customers to pay for the repairs out of their own pockets. Like yours truly, engine blown and
now I own money on a car that I can not drive. I want to start a class action lawsuit but without a
supporting incident I would not be able to do this please responds to this message. On the day
that the fire occurred, I drove the car approximately miles round trip between a. After that, I
drove my car approx. Then, about seconds after I began driving my car back home, my son
noticed smoke. I didn't see the smoke and thought my window was hazy, so I continued driving.
It was during this time, I noticed that different indicator lights began displaying. However, my
temperature gauge showed normal levels. Because I was so close to home, I decided to
continue to drive into my driveway, where I parked and exited the car and noticed additional
smoke and flames under the hood. I extinguished the flames with a fire extinguisher. The Honda
dealership service office and my insurance company investigated the cause of the fire, which
was determined to be an electrical fire caused by the alternator, and the timing belt, battery,
alternator and portions of the engine compartment had to be replaced. I was informed there was
nothing I could do to prevent this. My insurance paid for the damage. Thankfully, I was close to
home when this happened, and could put out the fire on my own, otherwise, the danger to
myself and my children and the damage to my vehicle would have been much worse. Overheats
when driving less than 30 miles. I changed the radiator and the thermostat. Now, the Honda
stopped working on the highway in the middle of the night. Honda needs a recall! I googled the
problem and other consumers are having the same issue!! The contact stated that the engine
block was fractured. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where the failure was confirmed. The
manufacturer was contacted about the failure. The failure mileage was unavailable. The engine
cracked also affected the catalytic converter. The engine light illuminated, and a diagnosis
revealed the spark plugs were damaged. After the vehicle was serviced, it began to overheat.
The vehicle was taken back to the dealer, where they added coolant. Engine light started
coming on even though vehicle was running ok. Stopped and had a diagnostic check done. It

said that all 6 cylinders were misfiring. The light stayed on for days then went off. The auto
drove fine the whole time. This has been happening off and on ever since. I keep having it
checked and same thing The contact stated that while traveling approximately 70 mph, the
vehicle began to lose acceleration power. The vehicle was able to be driven with extreme
caution to the contact's residence and was later taken to a private mechanic, where it was
determined that cylinders were misfiring. The contact was also advised that there was a
computer failure. The vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer was not contacted about the
failure. The failure mileage was approximately , While parked, the check engine light illuminated
on the instrument panel. The vehicle was taken to the dealer for diagnostic testing where the
technician advised the contact that the head gasket and the radiator would need to be replaced.
The approximate failure mileage was 84, Felt like cruise control had been turned on but had not
been turned on. Acceleration was stopped using the brake. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one
of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. February That's
exactly why the cars are tested and the numbers are reported - to provide a scientifically
accurate estimate of what you can expect in city and highway driving. I currently drive an '02
Oddysey and think the biggest drawback is road noise in the cabin. Does the Pilot do a better
job at quieting the ride? I feel there's alot of driving fatigue to be had from driving a noisy car.
Where can I find the service intervals for my new Pilot? I know it has the "maintenance minder"
but is it written anywhere that at 5k miles, do this, 10k this, etc.? There are a few services that
have fixed mileage or time intervals when in "severe" service see the OM pg. I din't convert, but
still drive a '03 Ody and have a '06 Pilot. Yes, the Ody can be noisy - that's a lot more interior
volume than the Pilot. I put eDead in all doors and spare wheel well in the Ody and that helped.
But the Pilot is a whole lot quieter overall. I get the impression there must be a lot more sound
deadner they added in the '06, based on complaints of '05 and earlier owners. My biggest
complaint about the Ody right now is the caliper rattle you hear from the front driving over
rough, broken up asphalt city streets. I liked the headlights of the Pilot. I have the Honda Pilot
which I repalced a bluish white headlight bulb. I'm planning to trade in my Pilot for a Pilot. I just
want to know what type of bulb the Pilot uses. Is it the same with the ? The 06 Pilot has
projector lights. So I don't think it has the same type of bulb as the March Anyone out there
know of any good windshield repair companies in and around Old Bridge, NJ? Check with your
insurance company - many work with national networks to fix chips since a repair saves the
company money vs. I had a chip fixed back in '00 through my car insurance and the repair was
done at my house, and it's still holding up fine. Steve, Host. I second the chip repairs that work.
If they're not in the main line of sight, you'll not notice them. I really enjoy my new Pilot, but was
wondering if Honda has plans to get into the larger SUV market to compete with the Sequioa's
and Expeditions of sort? CTG, Did you ever get a response on this one? I can't even enter an
address into the system. It freezes and sometimes reboots on its own Any ideas??? Honda has
not said anything, and they are not going to do that. Gas mileage. In about five or seven years
from now, SUVS wont even exist any more because of gas mileage. Currently, there aren't many
people buying SUVS. When you find out about the silicone I'd like to know. I am having the
same problem. I don't know about people not buying SUV's 5 or 7 years from now, and there are
still quite a few people buying SUVs and the Pilot would classify as a crossover, so I'ld have to
disagree with most of those statements. Honda's publicly said many times that its not
interested in building a V-8, which is why even the top of the line Acura RL still gets by with a
V6. Without a V8 Honda probably couldn't move into the Expedition category. By the way, I don't
think the interior of a Sequoia is that much bigger than a Pilot. If people are still buying SUVs
today, my guess is they will be around forever. I have 4 kids and a minivan and I needed our
other car to accomodate the kids. And I thought the Pilot was the best all around choice. Ok, I
guess you have a crystal ball since you can predict what people want in years. I'd wish people
would just post facts instead of coming here to inject baseless claims. Are you claiming that
people will procreate less in years or are you suggesting that everyone with these needs will
buy a minivan. A minivan is the sensible choice, but not all come with awd for winter driving.
The only one I know of is the toyota sienna. It's only offered in the le trim and costs 2k more
than the '06 lx 4wd I purchased. As for the gas mileage, I don't care. I just fill up and go. I've got
bigger things to worry about - like college tuition ;-. BTW, do you even own a pilot? Having
owned a Sequoia and a Suburban and now with a Pilot, I will tell you the Sequioa does have
significantly more room than the Pilot, and the Suburban significantly more room than the
Sequioa! I've been gradually downsizing to find out something that's perfect and the Pilot does
work for now. But I suspect when my kids grow in a few years I will need a larger SUV and will
probably end up with another Suburban. I think SUVs will be around in a few more years, just

not as popular as they were a few years ago. Let's face it, they're not as popular right now, and
unless gas prices take huge fall again and the government gives huge tax credits again, huge
SUVs probably won't have a huge market unless they make a hybrid version that gets 30mpg!
Minivans are just more practical, more efficient, and unless you are actually doing some off
roading, entirely sufficient. Our old minivan had problems with our lb camper, gear, bikes and 3
kids. And if they don't take the windshield out and install a new one you miss the opportunity
for leaks or squeaks or even car damage like I had occur when one was changed. They put a
dent into the dash pad. When I say that there wont be any more SUVS in years, you know know
what I mean and there's no need to be sarcastic in that way about a crystal ball. Well, you might
now worry about gas mileage. But millions of others do. That's why they are selling less SUV's.
In the future, there will be more Highlander sized vehicles, not Pilot sized. Are you kidding? The
pilot and the highlander are in the same class. Regardless, they're both considered crossovers
because they're built on a car chasis. I don't think that segment is going away. The big SUVs are
needed for a family that also has boats, campers, and similar toys that need to be towed. The
Tahoe is also due to have a hybred version in about a year. I'll agree sales probably won't hit the
late 90's numbers sold again, but they won't go away. I guess one deciding factor is where gas
prices are headed. Will they be the same in 5 years, less, more? Who knows. As long as people
have kids and the things you have to haul around when you have a family, there will be a market
for SUV's. Besides, it's not like the Pilot is a gas guzzler. I get almost 25mph highway in my 06
2WD. If gas prices rise, you might be seeing more Pilots on the road. Those who used to go for
Tahoes, Expedition, etc, might funnel their money into something like a Pilot instead. As long as
people want to pull their boat to the lake in the mountains with the kids, bikes and dog, there
will be SUVs. I guess as long as there still is a large segment of our society a who think it is
perfectly fine to keep a balance on a credit card that carries a If gas and fuel efficiency were
truly driving auto sales, then we wouldn't be able to count Hybrid options on one hand. In fact,
Toyota had the prius and what was there second hybrid car? A family sedan??? Nope, an SUV. I
think the "cross-over" type vehicle has a better chance of replacing the sedan over the next
generation than the SUV. And the Odyssey more room than the Suburban! The Odyssey has cu.
True, but in terms of 'functional' space, the Suburban still has more. The Odyssey just has a
taller cabin- but try stacking a bunch of stuff behind the 3rd seat to go on a long trip! It's a pain!
Once again, there's nothing more functional than a minivan. They are great and practical- it's
just they've gotten so big now dimensions are roughly the same as large SUVs like the Sequoia
and Expedition they are overkill for a small family. Which is why the Pilot is the perfect size for
us. Until Honda brings over the Japanese version of the Odyssey. Wouldn't the Mazda 5 get you
the downsized minivan you're looking for? If the Odyssey is overkill, why'd you get the more
expensive vehicle with worse fuel mileage and smaller interior space? It doesn't quite make
sense in my little brain. I guess the 12 inch difference in length had something to do with it?
Because I wanted to waste more money? You're right, it was the extra length " vs and shorter
wheelbase that actually makes a huge difference. It's my wife's car and she had problems with a
full sized "minivan" because she drives in the city a lot. Our Quest was " long! The Pilot works
well size wise and she's quite happy with it. Mark- as for the Mazda 5- it is really small. The back
seat would barely fit my kids. And it only seats 6. Almost bought the MPV though. It would be
nice if they made a short wheelbase Odyssey. I too test drove the Mazda5 but the wife nixed that
idea. I liked the size and utility, but it lacked the awd or traction control which is a must for
Chicago winters. I guess that would cut into their MPV share. We've gotten way off topic here,
since we're here to discuss how much we love our Pilots. I recall this started with someone's
baseless prediction - by someone who doesn't even own a Pilot, I might add. Go figure I
understand; I thought about it after I posted it. I can tell a big difference in the size of my Accord
and my Accord, while they aren't a foot different in length. So, if any offense was taken, I'm truly
sorry. It was kind of a case where I didn't "think before I typed. Nah, no offense taken. I'm just
being facetious. It's an honest question. It really is amazing how much more maneuverable our
Pilot is compared to our minivan. I'm just happy my wife no longer backs into things! I got to
know a body shop quite well Have a good weekend yourself! I think it might have to do with the
new "drive by wire" technology. I'd like to suggest that you combine the forum with this 06
forum, so as to not require jumping around. Soon you'll have an 07 forum, then 08, etc.
Currently, they are all the same basic vehicle. I also noticed the same issues with XM as you
have. The local FM stations sound better than XM. Did you ever figure out any better settings or
any other solution? I am planning on buying 4WD bt can't decide on which model. In addition,
the EX has some other exterior features that upgrade the look. Roof racks, and body colored
rear view mirrors and door handles versus black in the LX. Plus the upgraded wheel look, and
fog lights. One other thing I can think of on the interior is the EX has 2 or 3 I think? But, be
careful--you WILL run into a few dissenting opinions there as well, even amongst brethren. I

missed the "How much we love" part in the title! Seriously, kabill offered some good advice. I
have no problems with an 'outsider' posting to this forum. I have problems with someone
making baseless claims without backing it up with any facts. I apologize to anyone who was not
adept to realize that. Why don't we change the subject? Nobody is agreeing with anyone and
there is no need to discuss this anymore especially if you don't agree and take what I say so
dramatically when you understand what I mean. So why don't we drop this topic on future
Honda Suvs for now because this isn't going anywhere. There isn't any need to discuss this
anymore. For once, I agree with you! I took a Pilot LX for a test drive with the family and my kids
complained the 2nd row seat was hard. I've not driven another Pilot and was wondering if you
Pilot owners can comment on whether this is normal or an anomaly or simply subjective. We
have a Pilot EX-L eather and my 6 and 9 yr olds have no problems with the seats. Not sure if is
because they are leather. An added bonus of the leather seats is the front seats are heated.
Wanted to get an LX pilot within the next 2 months so still need more info to help decide. Oh
and I added some of the comparisons so that those leaning on the LX could make a better
choice. Power adjustments to me are for cars used by different drivers, I dont see the need if
only one driver is going to use it. I'm a newbie to this stuff so more info greatly appreciated And
are there any pics on the net of LX's? Oh I also think that the EX dimensions are a little wider
and taller by only an inch and the EX has exeterior temperature sensor As for 2WD and 4WD, do
you guys think that the 2WD will be good enough to travel once in a while to Lake Tahoe or
snowy terrain or is the 4WD really necessary in this kind of climate? Thanks for any info you
can provide. Sign In or Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
July If the Pilot were this heavy, the gas mileage would be 15 mpg! This results in immediate
payback in the form of improved gas mileage. Well, I was only replying to ops1 's post -- I
assumed the number to be correct and actually didn't estimate the GVWR. The Pilot EX's curb
weight is lbs and the max load capacity is lbs, so the vehicle achieves a GVWR of only lbs , not
So anyway, armed with this knowledge, I think that one can safely say that it's unrealistic to
assume that the '06 Pilot will be meeting the lb minimum. Sorry, ops1 : even if the tax break is
still in place, lbs is just too much weight IMHO. You don't have to estimate it - the GVWR is on
the sticker on the side of the driver door to be honest, I don't know how it is calculated. It is
listed on several sites yahoo. Anyone with a , please chime in! The difference in tax treatment is
startling, wrong and unfair but not something you can change it is even more absurd compared
to the minimal tax benefits associated with hybrids. I need a vehicle with more seating and have
decided to get an SUV I will probably keep my 4 cylinder Camry for personal use. As far as fuel
economy is concerned, the Pilot seems to get better mileage than most 7 or 8 seat SUVs. I don't
mean to get too far off topic, but if the Pilot has the 6, lbs rating and qualifies for the deduction
which I will double-check with my accountant before buying , then the Pilot definitely moves up
to first on my list. From the looks of the spy shot, the Pilot might get XM radio and side markers
that coincide with the blinkers. I can barely make out a little body-colored antenna I. Also, from
the looks of it, the headrests have not changed. I can still see light in the center of the headrest.
I don't know if this will be the exact vehicle that Honda will produce, but if it is, the headrests
won't change from the current vehicle. I am just wondering if they are adding any new colors to
the Pilot line and if it is worth the wait for the Hope they add Braking Assist to all trims in Here's
one of the latest spy shots of the '06 Pilot. Aside from some black tape covering the chrome "H"
badge and grille slats, the vehicle appears to be completely uncovered and this photo isn't
computer-enhanced as far as I can tell. Click here to see another one -- I'll try to find an image of
the rear. Is it just me or does this vehicle need 17"wheels. I love the PILOT but I wish they
offered these larger wheels so that it looked more like a truck and less like a minivan Any word
as to whether this will be an option? Thank You for the latest without disguise photo of the 06
Pilot, I'm glad that they finally did some mid-model changes to the Pilot, because the present 03
to 05 Pilots are getting so numerous over here in Southern California. This way this next model
run of 06 to 07 would eventually be about 35 percent of the Pilot population. Even with 2WD I
don't expect them to sell more, unless they got employee discount pricing nowadays. I haven't
heard anything regarding this so far -- note that all of the disguised test mules have wheel
designs identical to those shown above. If the Ridgeline is any indicator, however, then we
could very well see 17" wheels standard. I'll be on the look-out for 'em, though Thanks Mike. Are
you the source of the spy shots or someone else? I'll be honest, maybe its just me but I'm not
sure I like the new front end design over the old.. I like the projectors, but not sure I like what
they did with the grill, etc I'll reserve final judgement til I see it in person. If this is it, what do
others think? I have also seen the Gross Vehicle Weight listed as 5, lbs in several places. I also
heard that with certain options, like the tow package, the GVW can surpass the lb mark. It

seems to make sense, since I would think the tow package would weigh more than 46 lbs. I'm
not to concerned with the styling tweeks for '06 - pretty minimal, though the front end ties more
closely to the Ridgeline, IMO. I'm more concerned about what the changes are under the
sheetmetal for ' As for weight, I would hope Honda would find a way to shave pounds off, given
where gas prices are going Note: to peruse through photo galleries, you must view the original
i. In my search for a 05 Pilot I was told by several dealers that the 05 Pilot did indeed put in
Curtain Airbags. Now I got down to brass tacks with a dealer on price for an I happned to
mention the Curtain Airbags once more, and was now told no Curtain airbags on the Did maybe
the later built cars have them? I got some good prices on an 05 right now. Should I wait another
month before buying the 05 Pilot can they get any lower? There are no curtains according to the
brochure. My one hope is for the Pilot is a telescoping steering wheel. All Pilots have been
equipped with front-seat torso-protective side airbags since introduction, but side curtain
airbags won't show until the '06 arrives this September. I feel that standard VSA is more
important, though. Hopefully we'll be getting both, eh? I just want to correct my previous
comment. So I am now doubtful that adding a tow package would work to make it deductible. If
someone else has heard otherwise, please comment. I spent a little bit of time looking into your
suggestion. What I found seemed consistent with your more recent post. You have to figure that
the Pilot is desirable enough that if all you had to do was add an option or two, then the dealers
would have picked up on it and would suggest it to buyers. I have called around to some
dealers and they say they don't have any specs yet and won't until the cars arrive in September.
I am going to try to hold off on buying anything until at least the specs are available. Will there
be any improvement in the engine department? There are some new 3. I think VCM will be added
and that is a favorable engine enhancement, at least as far as mileage goes. Guess we will find
out when it comes out. Does anyone know if the NAV would be improved? My dealer told me
that the '06 will definitely not offer both NAV and the rear entertainment DVD system together in
the same car. I was hoping this would have been the case, as I want both! I like the current Pilot
NAV. What is the difference between the Ody and the Pilot Nav? I am sure there's nothing
different featurewise for the Nav. Has there been any indication what the pricing will be like for
the Pilot? I'm lookin at 's right now, but if there won't be a significant bump, I'm thinking about
waiting for the '06 in September. Of course I suppose the more relevant question is how close to
invoice I could get on a versus a I don't imagine dealers will be willing to negotiate much on an
'06 right out of the gate. I spoke with a dealership owner this morning. He confirmed that the '06
Pilot will have 3rd row side curtain airbags -- main reason for me to wait for the ' Unfortunately
for those of us who want a white one, the only leather interior color is that awful green. Pricing
won't be in until early September; delivery mid- to late-September. The only thing I didn't like
was how the CD changer for the '05 Pilot gets kicked under the driver's seat when you add the
NAV feature. I like the convience of the in-dash CD changers. It's your choice. I did as much
research on models as I could, and even looked at pre-owned models with low mileage. The has
some improvements outlined in this post however it was not enough to justify the premium I
would have to pay for it. Someone asked how to get a great deal. Another person mentioned
negotiating with a dealer outisde of your home town. That is exactly how I did it. I would really
like to keep my buisness local, so I wanted to give you the opportunity to beat the price.
Everything went pretty smooth at that point. I reminded them about no extra fees, and they
quickly removed it without any fuss. You are making an assumption that the model will
command a "premium". Friendly reminder: this is not It would not be an exaggeration to call
this a buyers market for SUVs. It will get even better in when the newly redesigned Hyundai
Santa Fe hits the market. If any Honda dealers do try to charge a "premium", I would yawn in
their face and go the next dealer. The all new Hyundai Santa Fe is looking very good in the Spy
shots. The Pilot is going to have some serious competition. Here's why: -Bigger dimensions:
length and width. It will be interesting to see how "above invoice" the Pilot will sell for once the
Santa Fe is on the road. Any takers? Try getting a price quote from the following websit in NJ.
They have great internet prices, take it into your local dealer and see if they will match. As far as
the Pilot, just don't buy it right away. I'll wait, its not a redesign-they can hype it all they want
and the units will just sit there. Also, look at that Honda Truck, there are 4k to 6k in discounts on
these units. I concur! The sales figures for the Pilot are not impressive. In fact, if you notice,
Honda has the biggest rebate being offered on the Pilot. Without this rebate dealers will not be
able to sell these models. Vrm, Don't get me wrong, I like Honda products and have driven them
for over ten years. I just don't see how you can restyle something, call it new, and then demand
MSRP, for a vehicle that has been out for three years. I just found out that the will not have
adjustable front headrest. This and the seating in general bothered me. I hope the salesperson
is wrong, but at this point, I have to rely on information he has. If someone has other
information about the headrest for please advise. I think my '04 Accord LX's seating is way

more comfortable. I may just go with the , because I don't lilke the front end based on the one
spy photo. We have nav in both our '05 Pilot and '05 Odyssey. The Odyssey system is FAR
better with a larger screen and voice command ability. Hope the '06 Pilot gets the same system.
It won't command MSRP, thats for sure. This isn't , when waiting lists were long, Pilots were in
hot demand and short supply, gas is cheap, and the Highlander didn't have a 3rd row seat.
August Take a look at this new spy shot. It appears that at least the entire seatback has been
redesigned. It definitely looks better! Please note, however, that the vehicle will sport
rollover-sensing side curtain airbags -- these are very important safety devices that the current
model lacks. I still don't have word on whether stability control VSA will be standard or not. The
facelift has grown on me a bit, and I now actually think the '06 front-end looks a bit better
though I don't think it holds a candle to the new '07 Santa Fe in terms of styling. I am
disappointed in the reports I'm hearing that the rear-end wasn't touched. Other than the front
seats and some display revisions, the interior will change little overall. An all-new model should
be out in months. I hope you are right, but who knows exactly at this point what changes there
will be. As I mentioned previously, the salespeoples will tell you anything. We will just have to
wait until official Honda information comes out to see what changes exist, but look for some
discounts towards the end of This picture does look better than the other spy photo. However, I
can't really tell the difference between the and the , except for the headlights. Another concern,
is whether the hp figures will drop. Per another website, the Acura MDX will have 12 less
horsepower in than in I wonder if this will effect the Pilot. From MotorTrend, Finally Honda is
developing a 4. Honda finally realizes it needs to beef up to compete with big boys. A 15 mpg
Honda. I can't wait. We are more than happy with the V6 as a balance between power and
economy. Sign In or Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
June in Honda. Anyone seen any news on the Honda Pilot? This is the only thing I've found:
"The Pilot is set for a mid model change in From what we've been hearing the styling upgrade
should be fairly extensive. XM you ask? We don't have a confirmation but we believe it will be
standard on select models. The first arrivals will be in September. June Expect Honda to be
hush-hush, so you won't have much info leaked. You can wait until August for the screaming
deals on the outgoing Pilot And check out the 06 Pilots too I realize we can all speculate on
what the Pilot will bring, but my hope is that Honda will allow for BOTH the navigation system
AND the rear DVD entertainment system in one model, rather than making the consumer choose
between them. You can buy a model with the navi system and then have the DVD system
installed after the fact, but they install the actual DVD player under the driver's seat instead of in
the dash. Imagine being on a trip with young kids and they decide they want to continually
change the DVDs? The driver would have to pull over to change them. Let's hope Honda gets
this straight in This company clearly has its eyes set on Honda and may be a formidable
competitor. Why not get a dvd changer? Sure most vehicles in it's class look boring,
Highlander, Freestyle but Honda's Pilot looks even more boring and bland than the other two.
Hopefully they'll inject some style into a redesign. Honda went the right way with the Element's
styling, it would help if they could apply that kind of design philosophy to the Pilot. When the
Pilot was released, there was no Freestyle, so the Pilot was really aimed at the mainstream
Explorer. Comparing the two of those, the Pilot is very similar in styling IMO. We have a sister to
the Pilot, the MDX. The MDX is a little more stylish but the pilot is much more spacious
escpecially in the 3rd row. My point is that the Pilot is a utilitarian design, want more style,
check out the MDX. Looks to be pretty sharp looking as well. Don't be surprised to see some
similar styling to that of the Ridgeline show up in the Pilot Are you basing this on the reports on
HondaPreivew or some other intel? I do hope they restyle the Pilot to look more like the
Ridgeline. I remember the 1st generation CRV, plain styling that doesn't offend anybody. To be
replaced by a boxy utilitarian styled 2nd gen. I like the styling of my 04 EXL , it only has 7, miles
and is 12 months old, A mid model redesign should make the 1st gen. Pilot not too common on
the road. Anyone has any more info on the 06 models potentially getting - 1. VCM as in the Ody
2. My '05 EX-L has stability control. As far as the style is concerned, I really like the Pilot. The 2
things I would have changed would be the addition of side curtain airbags and a better color
selection. The '05 blue is pretty dull - I would much rather have had the blue that is available on
the '05 Odyssey. The '05 red looks nice, but only comes with the ivory interior, which my wife
did not like. I agree, the present Honda Pilots have excellent styling, almost like a timeless style
that would not go obsolete, like the 1st gen. However some would prefer a more agressive
utilitarian design , which I think only belongs to Truck base SUVs. I purchased my '05 EX-L
knowing these potential changes. It would be nice to have the additional features, particularly
the side curtain air bags. But the '05 is a fine vehicle in of itself. More on gut feel than on intel.

Seems that Honda would want to optimize costs by using components and design work already
in the Ridgeline when they redo the Pilot. We'll see what happens. July I am in the market for a
new Pilot and am waiting for the '06 model for a few reasons. Side curtain airbags, better colors,
exterior styling etc.. A friend of mine has an Odyssey with the DVD player and unless the screen
is angled "just so" her 3 small children cannont see it. She is constantly pulling over to adjust
the screen. Upon hearing this, it made my decision much easier I'm going with the navi.
BestBuy has a lot of great options. I'd like the DVD player to make my life easier, not more
difficult! Is it in the dash like on the Odyssey or is it somewhere in the rear of the car? Are there
any that can be mounted in the dash of the '05 Pilot? Honda preview has posted some trim and
color info. Looks like Amazon Green with green interior a la Ridgeline will be avaialble. All trims
come in 2WD and 4WD. Now I wonder if it looks like a Ridge. For the front treatment headlights,
grill, that would not be a bad thing. It would be nice if they added some of the interior updates
found in the Ridgeline too but that might be too much to expect from a mid model refresh. I like
the interior of the Ridge better than the Pilot - specifically the open dash with no center console.
It seems to enhance freedom of leg movement - I am not a fan of the center console rubbing my
leg. As for 2WD versions - as long as it has VSA with it, it is probably a good bet for states that
do not see a lot of snow. But you would essentially have a cramped minivan in Ute clothes.
Probably not great for resale. Does any one know how good the VCM is at saving gas? I heard
that the Odyssey's VCM doesn't help a whole lot on gas. I am trying to decide between getting
an '05 when they are going on clearance versus buying a 2WD '06 when they come out. I live in
Alabama, so the 4WD really isn't necessary. I am assuming that I can get the '06 2WD for about
the same price or a bit more than the '05 4WD, but save in the long run with the 2WD ' Any
thoughts? SO, I'm anticipating somewhere in the neighborhood of a 2 mpg increase in economy
mostly due to the decreased weight. In my opinion, the gas savings would not make up for the
money lost at resale time depending on the initial cost difference - but this assertion is based
on your assumption that you can get an AWD now for the same as a FWD later My sister bought
a Dec. The SUV market is now soft, and will continue to be soft for a long time. I would love to
drive a car that can do 50mph on a Flat Tyre You might want to read the Ody board for some of
the concerns on the PAX tires. Unlike the Toyota run flats, the Michelins are a very unique size
that means you cannot substitute another tire in an emergency. Also, the PAX tires are only
capable of going so far at a certain speed. Some on vacations have been stranded by a flat on
Friday night. Whereas with a regular tire, you could get another tire on Saturday, with a PAX,
you are stuck until the nearest honda or Michelin dealer opens and then you better hope they
have a PAX tire. Frankly, I wouldn't have a vehicle with a PAX on it until they are more widely
used. Does any one know when will Pilot go Hybrid? Would love to see the increase in fuel
economy What I am waiting for is.. When will this happen? Suprised we have not seen any spy
shots of the '06 Pilot. Did I miss them? I thought this was the year of the mid model refresh for
the Pilot and there are to be some interior and exterior styling changes rumored as well as 2WD
models to go alongside the 4WD. I am hoping it looks a bit more like the Ridgeline in the grill
and headlights and interior. At latest we will know in September '05 when the '06 models come
out. I'm not familiar with Honda's history, but is it normal for them to change the styling after
just 3 model years? Seems excessive to me, but what the heck do i know? It probably will not
be a radical change. But Honda has a well known pattern of 5 years for each model with a
large-sh styling and sometimes added feature change in year 4 and 5. The changes are often
limited to headlight, tail light design but sometimes extend to new drive trains, horsepower
bumps, audio features, etc. If you think about the current iteration of the Civic, you can see the
pattern pretty clearly. Since this is year 4 of 5 for the Pilot, a change of some sort is expected.
AND a horsepower bump was made last year. I heard those rumors as well. But that is just a
guess. In my opinion, 2WD combined with VSA might not be too bad a combo outside heavy
snow country or trail duty. Accord - Rear entertainment system i. The standard Vehicle Stability
Assist VSA rumor has yet to be confirmed to my knowledge, anyway , but is very possible. Take
care, Mike. Thanks Mike - sounds very interesting! I'm confused on a couple of these details.
Maybe someone can clarify for me. Back lit dash i. Accord ummm Is it NOT backlit now? I could
have sworn it is. Rear entertainment system i. Is it a different version? I too did not understand
what was meant by the RES option beyond what is currently available. Since the info is a
re-post from elsewhere its hard to know what exactly the original author meant. Any possibility
06 pilot would change dimention and be longer then current one? If so, it'd a -ve from my
perspective. Ridgeline is too long I am really considering a Honda Pilot. I know it sounds silly,
but I'm not a fan of the current front row headrests with the cutout hole. Any chance the will
have a more Accord-like headrest? I have no inside info but I would say increasing the
wheelbase would be more of a full model change that occurs every 5 years rather than a mid
model referesh that happens in the last 2 years. But like many other Honda fans, I always hope

they will make some little change that is important to me when the new models come out! An
all-new Pilot will supposedly be out next year. Honda might then take the oppurtunity to switch
the Pilot to the "global truck platform" on which the Ridgeline is built , possibly increasing the
size a bit. I would guess the revised Pilot in 06 would go 06 and 07 and an all new Pilot would be
in But just a guess. The Odyssey's has a 2" larger screen and some unique features such as a
faceplate that can be released separately and used as a remote control. I have to assume that's
what the original author meant. It was so hard to get information on the , I think everyone's just
guessing now Have a great evening, Joe! Kristie, I haven't the foggiest idea as to what the seats
will look like - but you're right: the current ones look really weird! I personally would like to see
some active head restraints for better whiplash protection. The '07 Hyundai Santa Fe will have
them, so, who knows? I'll reply back to you once I find out, 'k? Here is a spy shot of the
facelifted '06 Pilot. For the full article with additional shots and photos of the upcoming '07
Acura RDX, click here. Kristie, it appears that the front-seat head restraints do have a
"peep-hole" in them. But from what I can see, the design seems to have changed. Kinda hard to
tell, though I am planning to buy an suv for my business before the end of the year and would
love to get the Pilot for all the reasons people seem to love this vehicle
mustang oxygen sensor
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2008 dodge avenger headlight assembly
. The Pilot has a GVWR of 5, lbs which means it won't qualify for certain tax treatment must be
6, lbs. Any word on wether the will be a little heavier? I am hoping that the redesigned front,
additional airbags and other changes will cause the weight to exceed the threshold. Are you
sure about lbs? Only full size trucks approach that kind of weight. A Navigator is lbs, an H2 is ,
and an Escalade is around lbs. No way the new Pilot will even approach lbs, it'll need a V8 for
power. I don't know how to paste a link to another discussion, but if you go back to the Honda
Pilot forum and search "gross weight," there are a bunch of posts about this topic. The
additional deduction under Section is based on the gross vehicle weight rating. Your numbers
appear to be curb weights for example, the Navigator has a gross weight of 7,; Escalade is 7,
Even a slight favorable revision in the payload capacity rating or some other, relatively minor
alteration could do it. Sign In or Register to comment.

